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Molecular spin relaxation in cold atom-molecule scattering
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Elastic and spin-changing inelastic collision cross sections between oxygen molecules and helium atoms are
computed in the energy range 0.1–10 K. This study explores the recently demonstrated buffer-gas cooling
process that produces magnetically trapped, translationally cold molecules. Conclusions are drawn about the
favorable prospects of cooling oxygen molecules, and about the general feasibility of this cooling technique.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Pi, 34.30.1h
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Molecular physics is entering a new regime, with the a
vent of techniques for producing and trapping translationa
cold molecules. Molecular samples have long been prep
in their ground vibrational and rotational states by superso
expansion from nozzles@1#, but reducing their translationa
temperatures to below 1 K has presented a large technic
challenge until recently. Several groups have now achie
this feat, producing cold samples of Cs2 @2#, VO @3#, CaH
@4#, K2 @5#, and Rb2 @6#. In some cases these samples are a
vibrationally and rotationally cold. Translationally ultraco
molecules raise a host of possibilities, including extensi
of precision spectroscopy~such as possible measurements
the electron’s electric-dipole moment@7#!, precise determi-
nation of intermolecular potential energy surfaces~PES’s!,
and molecular Bose-Einstein condensates possessing int
rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom. We may a
expect cold collision dynamics to be even richer than t
studied in cold atomic collisions@8#. For example, unusua
resonant states can be formed when colliding molecules
gin to rotate, leaving them with insufficient translational k
netic energy to overcome their van der Waals attraction.

The theory of molecular collisions in this energy regim
is still in its infancy. Such a theory must assess the ela
and inelastic collision cross sections that are vital for int
preting and guiding the first generation of experiments. O
set of calculations has studied vibrational quenching in c
He-H2 collisions @9#, since in most experiments the mo
ecules are produced initially in high vibrational levels. Th
paper by contrast presents a calculation of molecularspin
relaxation of cold molecules, providing a quantitative und
standing of the magnetic trapping process itself.

We focus on molecules produced in the buffer-gas lo
ing technique pioneered by Doyle and collaborators@10#. In
this technique, a solid sample of the species of interes
laser ablated inside a chamber containing a cold vapo
helium buffer gas. The molecular sample then cools to
ambient temperature of the buffer, usually,1 K, which is
maintained by thermal contact with a dilution refrigerato
Collisions with the buffer gas also serve to relax vibration
and rotational degrees of freedom of the laser-ablated m
ecules. Cooling is carried out in the presence of a magn
trapping field that is capable of holding those cold molecu
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that remain in their ‘‘weak-field-seeking’’ spin states, i.e
those whose magnetic moments are aligned antiparalle
the magnetic trapping field.

Molecular oxygen is a natural choice for a theoretic
study, as it is a paramagnetic~hence magnetically trappable!
species of intense physical and chemical interest. In addit
accurateab initio PES’s have been computed for the H
16O2 system@11#. Here we consider the ‘‘stretched’’ state o
16O2 with total spinuJMJ&5u22& since it is immune to spin-
exchange collisions, much as the stretched states of al
metal atoms are. However, the16O2 molecule is in some
sense a ‘‘worst case’’ for spin relaxation, owing to its spi
rotation coupling. To see this, note that nuclear permuta
symmetry restricts the ground state of16O2 to having rota-
tional quantum numberN51 @12#. Coupling the total spin
S51 to this rotation yields total spin statesJ50, 1, 2 ~Fig.
1!. Our uJMJ&5u22& state of interest is therefore susceptib
to collisions that drive it to the untrapped stateuJMJ&
5u00&. For this reason the mixed-isotope molecule16O-17O
has been suggested as a candidate for buffer-gas co
@13#. This molecule does have an allowedN50 ground
state; hence its lowest total spin state,J51, can be magneti-
cally trapped. In this case the only trap-loss collisions
those that change the magnetic quantum numbersMJ , which
are expected to be suppressed at low magnetic fields and
energies by threshold effects.

FIG. 1. Zeeman energies vs magnetic field for the total ang
momentumJ manifolds corresponding to the rotational ground st
N51 of 16O2. We consider collisions of the He buffer gas with th
‘‘stretched state’’uJMJ&5u22& whose energy is indicated by a
arrow.
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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However, rather than dismiss the more abundant
widely studied 16O2 molecule, we explore in this paper it
prospects for buffer-gas cooling. We find that these prosp
are generally favorable according to the following criterio
The success of magnetic trapping relies on the ability to
duce the molecules’ translational temperature to below
trap depthTD ~typically several kelvin!. The time in which
this can occur is limited by collisions between the molecu
and the He buffer gas that can flip the molecular spins, p
ducing untrapped states. These inelastic collisions are c
acterized by a trap-loss rate coefficientK loss. Generally
speaking, for a cooling strategy to be effective, the ratio
elastic to inelastic collisions,Kel /K loss, must be large. In an
extreme case, such as evaporative cooling of ultracold ato
this ratio must be.150 @14#. For buffer-gas cooling, the
requirement is less strict. Consider that a fast molecule lo
approximately half its kinetic energy in each collision with
cold atom, cooling within several collisions to a kinetic e
ergy comparable to that of the buffer-gas atoms. O
slowed, the molecules thermalize to ambient temperatu
within 3–4 additional collisions@15#. We thus expect
roughly ten collisions to suffice for cooling a molecule, r
quiring a ratio of Kel /K loss;10, although detailed kinetic
studies will be required to determine the exact ratio. In t
paper we present calculations of3He-16O2 scattering that
predict a ratio, away from any resonance, ofKel /K loss'100.
This result argues that molecular oxygen should be cap
of withstanding buffer-gas cooling. By extension, it impli
that molecules with rotationless ground states, such
16O-17O and CaH, should fare even better. Note that a rec
experiment that trapped cold CaH found the extremely fav
able ratioKel /K loss.104 @4#.

The model is based on the PES of Cybulskiet al., com-
puted in a rigid rotor approximation using a supermolecu
approach@11#. To reduce the scattering problem to a set
coupled channel equations, we first expand the PES
Legendre polynomials,

V~R,u!5 (
l even

v l~R!Pl~cosu!, ~1!

whereR is the distance between the He and O2 centers of
mass, andu is the molecular orientation angle relative to th
axis. We can fit the PES reliably by taking the expans
over l 50,2,4,6. Each curvev l is then extrapolated to largeR
by matching it smoothly to a lowest-order dispersion pot
tial 2C6

( l )/R6. For l 50, we find thatC6
(0)510.8 a.u., in good

agreement with the value extracted from higher-energy s
tering experiments@16#. We then transformV(R,u) into the
laboratory reference frame and compute its matrix eleme
in the following basis set:

uHe~1S!&uO2~3Sg
2 ,v50!&uN,J,MJ ,L,ML&. ~2!

Here the first two kets imply that both the helium atom a
the oxygen molecule are in their electronic~and vibrational!
ground states, while the final ket contains the rotational
total angular momenta of the molecule, as well as the rela
orbital angular momentumL of the He-O2 pair and its lab-
04070
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fixed projectionML . Finally, we add to these potentials th
O2 fine structure, computed as in@17#. Note that the PES~1!
is symmetric under the operationu→p2u, whereby only
partial waves of the same parity are coupled.

As is customary in cold collision physics, we can chara
terize the PES to lowest order at low collision energies by
s-wave scattering length. This quantity can be determined
a single-channel calculation in the isotropic part of the p
tential,v0(R). This potential curve has an extremely shallo
well depth of 32 K due to the closed electronic shell of t
He atom. This fact, combined with the low reduced mass
the He-O2 system, leads toexactly one s-wave bound state
bound by an energyE0 /kB55.0 K. This circumstance lend
a certain rigidity to the model: unlike the familiar case
alkali-dimer potentials, we are not free here to vary the p
tentials to adapt to an empirical threshold scattering leng
Rather, the scattering length is narrowly prescribed by
PES. Cybulskiet al. estimate that their PES may miss th
true well depth by perhaps 20%@11#. Accounting for this
additional depth gives uss-wave scattering lengths in th
ranges21.2,a(3),4.3 a.u. and268,a(4),25.5 a.u.
for collisions of 16O2 with 3He and 4He, respectively.

This paper is concerned with collisions of16O2 with 3He.
Experimentally 3He is preferred over4He because of its
higher vapor pressure at sub-kelvin temperatures. Moreo
the negative scattering length of the4He-16O2 system causes
the dominants-wave contribution to the elastic scatterin
cross section to vanish for small energies (,0.2 K!, reducing
the efficiency of the cooling. The results below are compu
both for the ‘‘nominal’’ valuea(3)54.3 of the scattering
length, and for the valuea(3)521.2 a.u., corresponding to
a 20% deeper PES.

The calculations include the partial wavesL50210 and
the molecular rotational statesN51 andN53. This is suf-
ficient to converge the total cross sections to two or th
digits at E510 K, adequate for this pilot study. The com
puted partial elastic cross sections are presented in Fig
segregated by the parity of the contributing partial wav
These cross sections are computed for a bias magnetic
of B50, appropriate for the center of a quadrupole magne
trap. The initial spin state is taken to beuJMJ&5u22&, but the
general features are the same foruJMJ&5u21&. Also shown
in the Fig. 2 are thes- andp-wave unitarity limits for these
collisions. In the important energy range around 1 K, co
parable to the magnetic trap depthTD , the s-wave cross
section nearly attains its unitarity value. Similarly, th
p-wave cross section reaches its unitarity limit at;4 K.
Since the other partial waves are suppressed at these ene
by the Wigner threshold law, this implies that elastic scatt
ing is, in some sense, as good as can be expected. The
elastic cross section tends to hover nearsel'10214 cm2,
somewhat larger than the geometric cross section of th
collision partners.

We note in passing that resonant structures appear in
energy range of our calculations. Shape resonance ofg- and
h-wave character are apparent at energies of;3 K and;4
K, respectively. For the odd partial waves, there is also
Feshbach resonance near 2.5 K, which spans several p
waves. Such resonances are probably generic: if bound s
2-2
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lie several kelvin deep and thresholds are separated by
eral kelvin, then resonances will appear on a several ke
energy scale. Details of these resonance features will be
ported separately@18#.

Figure 3 translates the total elastic-scattering cross sec
into an elastic rate coefficientKel ~solid curve!. Also shown
~dashed curve! is the total rate constantK loss for inelastic
spin-flip collisions that produce untrapped spin states.
the O2 molecule in its rotational ground state, the loss ch
nels consist of those total spinuJMJ& states withMJ<0. The
main contributor to loss is theuJMJ&5u00& channel, with the
u10& and u20& channels also contributing significantly
higher energies. For an energy near 1 K, the total loss
lies near 10212 cm3/sec, higher than the upper limit o
'10214 cm3/sec estimated for He-CaH collisions
Doyle’s experiment@4#. Note also the sharply rising rates
E/kB'2.5 K, where theJ51 threshold becomes energe
cally accessible.

The main result shown in Fig. 3 is the suppression, by t
orders of magnitude, of spin-flip rates relative to elastic ra
This suppression is similar to the suppression of dipolar l

FIG. 2. Partial elastic-scattering cross sections for3He-16O2

scattering vs scattering energy, for the nominal scattering len
a(3)54.3 a.u. The even~a! and odd~b! partial-wave contributions
have been separated, since they are not intercoupled by the sc
ing Hamiltonian. For comparison, the heavy lines show thes-wave
@in ~a!# andp-wave @in ~b!# unitarity limits.
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rates in cold collisions of alkali-metal atoms@19#. Namely,
the O2 molecule cannot spin-exchange with the He ato
since He has no electronic angular momentum. For O2 to
undergo a spin-changing collision therefore requires that
excess angular momentum go into the mechanical rotatioL
of the He-O2 system about its center of mass. Thus a co
sion dominated by ans-wave incident channel can onl
cause a change in the molecule’s spin by exiting in ad-wave
channel~or higher!. But at these collision energies,d-wave
processes are suppressed. We note moreover that no
spin-changing collisions are necessarily bad. The dotted
in Fig. 3 represents the rate of production of trapped sta
other thanu22&. Since the mean-free path of O2 at typical
buffer-gas densities is of order 0.1 cm, while the trap reg
is ;1 cm across, it may happen that untrapped states ca
promoted back into trapped states before leaving the tra

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for a scattering length ofa(3)
521.2 a.u.

th

ter-

FIG. 3. Rate constants vs scattering energy for3He-16O2 colli-
sions using the nominal scattering lengtha(3)54.3 a.u. The solid
line shows the total elastic rateKel . Also shown are the inelastic
rate constants for collisions that produce untrapped states (K loss,
dashed line! and trapped statesother thanu22& (K trap, dotted line!.
Notice thatKel exceedsK loss by over two orders of magnitude a
energies of several kelvin.
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Finally, we return to the question of uncertainty in th
PES. Figure 4 shows a set of total rate constants, analo
to the ones in Fig. 3, but for the limiting case where t
scattering length isa(3)521.2 a.u. To perform these calcu
lations we multiply the entire PES by 1.2, to account for t
20% uncertainty in well depth. Doing so naturally chang
scattering phase shifts; hence it moves resonance posit
However, away from resonance we see that the r
Kel /K loss is still nearly 100.

Our results thus demonstrate that buffer-gas cooling
16O2 by He should be possible. Note, however, that the ty
cal densities of He buffer gas used in the experime
(;1016/cm3 @4#! would limit the oxygen lifetime in the trap
to ,0.1 msec. This will present an experimental challen
but not necessarily an insurmountable one@20#. A next goal
of this study will run realistic rate equation simulations
u-
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determine effective cooling strategies for this situation.
In summary, these pilot calculations bode well for t

buffer-gas loading process, since even the ‘‘worst-cas
molecule 16O2 should be coolable by this technique. Futu
theoretical work will go beyond the atom-molecule case
investigate molecule-molecule cold collisions. For examp
cold O2 samples could be cooled even further by evapora
cooling techniques. The feasibility of this cooling will hing
on favorable values ofKel /K loss for O2-O2 scattering, which
remain entirely unknown at present. Extensions of the th
retical approach used here will be required to unravel the
collisions physics that ultracold molecules have to offer.

This work was supported by the National Science Fo
dation. I acknowledge useful discussions with J. Weinst
and J. Doyle.
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